Lunar Automatic Watch

How to set the watch:

Pull the crown out gently, and turn it to adjust the hour and minute hands on the face. The 12 Hour dial, on the right side of the face, and the 24 Hour/Moon Phase dial, on the bottom of the face, will both automatically adjust themselves, based on the setting of the main hands. Once the time has been set, push the crown back in, and make sure that it is tight, and flush, against the case.

This is an automatic watch. It doesn’t have a battery. It runs on power generated by wearing the watch on your wrist. You can give the watch some initial charge, or a boost, by turning the crown clockwise for a minute or so, whilst it is still pushed in.

**Warranty:**

This warranty service run by: Timepieces International Inc, 12800 NW South River Drive, Medley, FL, 33178, with the authorization of Daniel Steiger. This warranty covers the watch movement against manufacturer’s defects for 5 years from date of purchase. Within the period your watch will be repaired free of charge, except for a handling and transportation fee ($29.95). This fee must be enclosed when returning your watch for service. We cannot accept responsibility for damage or loss caused in transit.

**Important: Not covered by warranty**

1.) Case, glass and band
2.) Damage caused through accidents, misuse, neglect, or inexpert repairs
3.) Any discoloration, or wear
4.) Any loss or damage whilst the watch is not in our possession, including transit by any means
5.) Any consequential loss whatsoever and how so ever arising, so be accepted by us
6.) Batteries